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Introduction 

With the removal of restrictions to public outdoor events brought about by the coronavirus pandemic, and the 

feedback received after the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2021, this year’s Local Offer event took place with a 

number of in-person, as well as virtual, events.  

The Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 (LOBF 2022) was organised and implemented by Swindon Borough Council 

(SBC), in conjunction with NHS Bath and North East Somerset, Swindon and Wiltshire Integrated Care Board 

(BSW ICB), Swindon SEND Families Voice (SSFV), the local parent/carer support group, and STEP (Swindon) 

who are commissioned to facilitate SBC’s Special Educational Needs and/or Disabilities (SEND) participation 

group for children and young people.  

The Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 consisted of three mini in-person marketplace events and online groups, 

webinars hosted on Microsoft Teams platform. The fortnight ended with a main in-person event at The 

Platform. The Local Offer events took place from Monday 3rd October to Wednesday 12th October. The 2022 

event dropped short of a fortnight as there were fewer virtual events held than in 2021. This was due to the 

limited preparation time to organize the event and the lack of staff availability as a result. 

Intent 

The purpose of the Local Offer Big Fortnight is to share the extent and breadth of information and services that 

are available in and around Swindon for local children and young people with Special Educational Needs 

and/or Disabilities (SEND) and their families.  

A range of SEND information, advice and support services were asked to attend the events, based on last 

year’s feedback. These services provided young people, parents, carers, Swindon residents and professionals 

with the opportunity to hear about the current information and advice and to talk individually with service 

leads. Attendees were also able to feedback on the range of services present at the event and to highlight any 

areas of improvement or gaps in the Local Offer.  

Preparation 

Planning for the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 started with looking at the feedback received during the Local 

Offer Big Fortnight 2021. At the 2021 online event, attendees were asked to fill out an evaluation form after 

the event closed. The form asked attendees and presenters what they liked about the event, what could be 

improved and what services they would like to see at the 2022 event.  
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Key findings from last year were:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Feedback from 2021 Local Offer event 

Attendees and presenters wanted the Local Offer to be both an in-person and virtual event. There was also 

calls for more services to attend the 2022 event, for example school Special Educational Needs Coordinators 

(SENCos), Speech and Language Therapy, Early Help, Occupational Therapy, Children and Young People’s 

Mental Health Services (CAMHS), Children’s Mental Health, Educational Psychologists. The full report can be 

found through the following link: Local Offer Big Fortnight Big Evaluation Report 2021 (pdf). 

The Planning Group 

The Local Offer Big Fortnight was co-produced by Swindon Borough Council and its partners, including STEP, 

Swindon SEND Families Voices (SSFV) and NHS Bath and North East Somerset, Swindon and Wiltshire 

Integrated Care Board (BSW ICB). 

A planning group, comprising of the SEND Service, Early Help, Early Years, Education, Adult Services, parent 

and carers support services, and children and young people support services was formed in order to look at 

 

 

 

“Face to face would be better, once restrictions allow.” 
 

“Would be good to have a mixture of face-to-face and 
virtual.” 

“If you were able to get more specialists talking about 
different things. I was hoping that supporting in schools 
would be more from the view of a SENCO and what their 
role was and what I should expect to get from a SENCO.” 

file://sbcvpcowfs04/media/36583/the-local-offer-big-fortnight-big-evaluation-report-2021-final-version.pdf
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the feedback from the 2021 event and plan on how it will be incorporated in the 2022 event, propose ideas for 

the format of the event, possible venue ideas and put forward any themes for the upcoming event. 

However, although a number of services were involved in the planning group, the Local Offer Champions group 

were not involved in the planning or the running of the event, which was an opportunity missed, and will be 

rectified next year. 

The Event 

Through the planning group and the feedback received it was decided when the 2022 Local Offer Big Fortnight 

event would be, how long it would last and what the event would consist of. It was agreed that the event 

would take place on consecutive days at the beginning of October and would consist of three mini and one 

main in-person events. The mini events were held in local community spaces - in the central Swindon Library, 

The Everleigh Centre and the Swindon Hub in the Town Centre. The main event was held in The Platform, due 

to its location being accessible to Swindon residents (travel links and available car parking). Along with the in-

person events, eleven virtual events were held that people could attend through booking their place using 

Eventbrite. As stated above, the event took place over 10 days, between Monday 3 October to Wednesday 12 

October 2022. After the Local Offer Big Fortnight had finished, the presentations used in each virtual event 

were uploaded to the Swindon Local Offer - Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 page. 

Marketing and promotion 

The Local Offer Big Fortnight was aimed at the residents of Swindon, including the parents/carers of children 

and young people with special educational needs and/or disabilities (SEND) and the professionals that work 

with them. The marketing of the event included residents that do not currently access these services and/or 

who are new to the area. 

A social media post and poster were created for the Local Offer Fortnight 2022. 

https://localoffer.swindon.gov.uk/content/send-local-offer/landing-pages/document-library-landing-and-content-pages/local-offer-events-menu-and-contents-pages/local-offer-big-fortnight-2022/
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The same design and colours were used in the 2022 posters that were used in the 2021 event posters. These 

designs also replicated the Local Offer promotional materials that were made earlier on in the year. This 

synergy created an identifiable brand for the Local Offer and will help people to visually recognise the Local 

Offer and Local Offer events (see below). The design was also used to promote each of the in-person events. 

This meant advertising could be online, via email and on posters at each of the venues at least a week before 

the events took place. 

Figure 2: online social media post and poster for the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 
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Figure 3: Event posters for the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 

                       

The Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 was promoted comprehensively across Swindon Borough Council’s social 

media channels. 

 
Figure 4: SEND News Splash advertising the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 
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SBC Facebook 

Reach 
Reactions, likes, 

comments 
Shares Link clicks 

2,187 6 10 16 

 

School Newsletter 

Date Audience Reach 

23/09/2022 
Schools 225 

Swindon Borough Council 130 

 

SEND News Splash 

Date 
Total newsletters 

sent 

20/09/2022 

26/09/2022 

03/10/2022 

10/10/2022 

660 

 

Monthly SEND News Splash 

Date 
Total newsletters 

sent 
Opened/% Total link clicks 

21/07/2022 660 334/50.61% 2 

01/09/2022 732 373/50.96% 11 

29/09/2022 761 376/49.47% 6 

 

Swindon SEND Families Voice 

Coms  
Total newsletters 

sent/Reach 

e-bulletin 654 

Facebook 4,034 

SEND Room 1,596 
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According to 2020 mid-year estimates, Swindon has a population of 222,881 people (Estimates of the 

population for the UK, England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland - Office for National Statistics 

(ons.gov.uk). The promotion of the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 reached 5.06% of the Swindon population 

(11,284 people – this figure may need to be adjusted due to overlap as some people may have been reached 

multiple times). The reach of the event in 2022 decreased, compared to 2021 (37,000 in 2021 down to only 

11,639 in 2022). It is also worth noting that of the Swindon population (as recorded in the May 2022 Census), 

4,847 pupils have SEN support and there are currently 2,320 open EHC Plans as recorded in the EHCP Master 

Weekly Scheduled Report. 

Swindon SEND Families Voice’s social media site(s) was the most popular way that parents found out about the 

2022 event.  Their promotion of the event started from the 9th September and continued throughout with 

posts on the whole event, the in-person events and the virtual events as they happened. The event was 

promoted in their ebulletin, websites (although figures were not available to show how many hits the page 

received), Facebook and at events like Branches, their parent/carer support group. Swindon SEND Families 

Voice reported that the most viewed posts were the ones that promoted The Platform event, which had the 

widest range of services attending. This shows that parents were more interested in the event where they 

could get the most information in one place (see Recommendations section for proposals on how next year’s 

event can be improved). 

Event Analysis 

This year 72 people signed up for at least one of the virtual events at the LOBF 2022, compared with 205 

people at the 2021 and 269 at the 2020 event. The programme of events for 2022 was considerably smaller 

than previously with only eleven virtual events available. The Local Offer Big Event in 2021 had more than 

double the number of virtual events and in 2020 there were more than four times the amount of sessions 

available. However, it is worth noting as mentioned in the introduction that in 2020 and 2021 in person events 

were unable to be run, so this will have influenced both the number of virtual events run and the number of 

people attending. 

The most signed up for sessions in 2022 were: 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwalesscotlandandnorthernireland
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In terms of the live events, by comparing the attendance to all four of the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 events 

with the first Local Offer event, held on Tuesday 12th March 2019 at the STEAM Museum’s Hawksworth Hall, it 

could be said that the 2022 event didn’t perform as well as the 2019 event. Looking at these figures (see table 

below) the 2022 event had less than half the amount of parents/carers attend the events compared to that of 

the 2019 event. It should be noted that the 2022 event also did not register a single young person’s 

attendance at any of the events and one virtual event had to be cancelled due to presenter illness. 

However, the 2022 event did register 10 adults with SEND, two police officer’s and one parent of a carer 

attend the event at Swindon Hub. This shows how valuable it was having an event in the community, at a 

venue with other activities going on.  

Year 
Parent/carers 

attended (total) 

Professionals 

attended (total) 

Young people 

attended (total) 
Other Total 

2019 55 18 4 Not recorded 77 

2022 24 11 0 14 66 

Figure 5: Local Offer in person event comparison 2019 vs 2022 
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Feedback 

Feedback on the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022 was gained through both an online survey and paper survey for 

those who could not engage with the online version. There were two versions of the survey, one for attendees 

and one for stall holders/presenters. The feedback survey was sent out from the 3rd October to the end of 

November 2022.  The link to the survey was sent to all presenters and facilitators of the virtual events and stall 

holders at the in-person events to complete. It was also sent to all attendees at the events to complete.  The 

QR codes to access the surveys were available at all the in-person events where feedback tables were present 

to encourage attendees to give their thoughts and opinions on the event(s) they have attended. A few paper 

copies were available for use by attendees who may have not been able to access the survey via the QR code. 

 

From all the events in the Local Offer Big Fortnight 2022, 44 completed responses were received – 12 more 

than last year’s total. Attendees were asked what they liked about the event, what could be improved and 

what new organisations/topics would they like to see in next year’s event. The survey responses were mainly 

answered by parents and stall holders. Attendees of the Local Offer Big Fortnight events found out about them 

through promotions via Swindon SEND Families Voice, SEND News Splash and SEND Families News Splash. 

 

To summarise, the below analytics all show positive reactions when asked about the timing of the event, the 

quality of the information received before the event and the venues.  

 
Figure 6: Summary of feedback from presenters/stall holders  
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Figure 7: Summary of feedback from attendees  

What went well 

When asked what they liked from this year’s event, 8 respondents (5 presenters/stall holders and 3 attendees) 

used the word ‘opportunity’. Presenters/stall holders said that a positive was: “Having the opportunity to meet 

with parent/carers and colleagues from other services.” An attendee also agreed and said that they liked: “The 

number of opportunities to meet with services in many different locations in Swindon.” Another said that the 

versatility of the event was also a positive. They stated: “We also had the opportunity to choose in person or 

online and due to capacity in the team, it was best for us to do online. We believed that the people who might 

attend would be care-experienced or have lived experience and therefore meeting online would allow them to 

protect their identities should they wish to.”  

For professionals, the event was also another chance to network with other professionals, with 5 respondents 

agreeing. One presenter/stall holder stated: “It was a good event to network at and talk to some of the other 

services to see how we can fit together, refer, etc.” 

For attendees (the parents/carers, professionals who gave feedback), they found that the event was friendly 

and supportive. One attendee said that the event was: “Very friendly and a lot of support and advice (were 

given).” Another comment to highlight what attendees liked about the event said: “Speaking to someone in 

person and not being rushed.” The attendees also commented on the networking opportunity that the Local 
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Offer event provided. One said: “Nice to catch up with people that have helped in the past. Made useful new 

contacts.” 

The Local Offer event gave attendees and presenters/stall holders the opportunity to connect with services, 

talk to new service users and find out what services and information is out there that could benefit them/their 

service users. 
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What can be improved? 

The most common suggestions were around availability and attendance. Presenters and stall holders were 

concerned about the low number of attendees at the events, although acknowledging that this was not the 

organisers fault, stating that there might have been too many events running. One stall holder said: “There 

were only about 6-8 parents who attended the event at the library, and I understand the pattern was the same 

at some of the other events and a number of parents were the same (going from one event to the next). This 

did not therefore seem an efficient use of resources when there were at least 8 professionals there at the 

library as facilitators/stall holders for the whole morning.”  

Three respondents (2 stall holders and 1 attendee) suggested how this issue can be solved, by simply having 

fewer events. This is summarised by one respondent who said: “In future I think it would be much better for 

parents (and more cost effective for the Local Authority) to have one full day event in one large venue only, 

where the whole range of children's support services are present as stall holders, so parents can talk to anyone 

they want to all in one hit, rather than feeling they're being passed around the houses.” Two attendees 

wanted the events to be at different times so people could attend who may be unavailable during normal work 

hours, and six respondents (two attendees and four presenters/stall holders) stated that more advertising was 

needed to make people more aware of the event. One person suggested that the events should have been 

promoted in school newsletters which could have been shared with parents in terms of what events were 

taking place, where and when. Please note that promotional material was sent out in the September edition of 

the School Newsletter (see details of circulation). 

In addition, promotion of the event could be improved in future years by involving the Local Offer Champions 

more in the development and promotion of the event to each of their area’s service users. 
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What organisations do respondents want to see next year? 

In terms of the services that respondents want at the next Local Offer event, presenters/ stall holders wanted 

to see a multi-agency approach to the next event with a mix of different services in attendance that contribute 

to the EHCP. In terms of individual organisations and services that people want to see, three people mentioned 

SEND Information Advice Support (SIAS), Adult Social Care, and Speech and Language Therapy. Two people 

wanted Educational Psychologists and more around mental health. Other services mentioned included SEND 

Service, SEND Travel, Transition to Adulthood, Swindon Advocacy Movement (SAM), Swindon Carers and 

parent/family support services. 

 

What organisations did respondents contact as a result of attending the event? 

The most popular organisation that was contacted after the Local Offer Big Fortnight was Swindon SEND 

Families Voice, where four people said that they contacted the parent support group. Three people said 

Aiming High, two people each said SEND Travel, Prime Theatre and Early Years. Other services mentioned 

include SEND Service, Adult Transitions, Early Help Hub and Fostering.  
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What other comments did people have about the event? 

There were positive comments made regarding the event. One attendee stated: “This was really useful and 

informative and not something I have seen in other local authorities. Thank you!” A presenter/stall holder also 

said: “Huge well done for pulling off a set of brilliant events - thanks for asking us to take part😊😊” 

Linking back to things that will need to be improved for next year’s event, one person acknowledged that 

making people aware that the event was taking place and then getting people to attend the event were the 

main stumbling blocks. The presenter/stall holder stated: “It was a good event just a shame it was poorly 

turned out by families/parents.” An attendee noted: “I did not know this event was taking place.” 

Other comments left by respondents gave a variety of suggestions about what could be improved on. These 

suggestions included: 

• changing the way the event is promoted on the Local Offer from being date based to subject based, 

making it easier for people to find the services they want to see.  

• to have an event where all the services attended and maybe replicate that event and invite the same 

people in case parents/carers are unable to attend the first event.  

• an in-person evening event could benefit people who have commitments during work hours.  

• looking more at what families/community want at the next event in an attempt to improve 

attendance - as one person stated: “I feel that the parents who did attend really benefited from 

having the time to be spoken to/felt listened to.” 

• involving the Local Offer Champions more in the planning and promotion of the Local Offer Big Event 

moving forwards. 
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Recommendations  

Based on the feedback received and detailed above, the Local Offer Development Officer would recommend 

the following changes/improvements when planning the 2023 Local Offer Big Event: 

• Review the structure of the event itself. A few professionals stated that there were too many events; 

others said that attendees came in to see a service but left disappointed as the service that was 

advertised was unable to attend last minute or were at a different event. Incorporating the Local Offer 

event with the Transition Roadshow would provide a multi-agency event that young people can attend 

and benefit from. Also, moving the Transitions Roadshow, which has previously been a June event, to 

the autumn would mean that young people could gain information to inform their placement choices 

in time for annual phase transfers (February and March each year).  

• To have a more comprehensive promotional programme for the 2023 Local Offer event. The target 

audience being unaware of the event, leading to low attendance, seemed to be the main concerns in 

the feedback, which needs to be improved for next year’s event.  Working with each service and the 

Local Offer Champions, as early as possible, providing them with the date of the next Local Offer event 

and promotional materials to distribute and discuss with service users and at events, could make a big 

difference to attendance in 2023. 

It is therefore proposed to amalgamate the Local Offer Big Event with the Transitions Roadshow, holding 

one single event in October each year. This would give a large multi-agency event covering both the Local 

Offer and Transitions Roadshow, with different EHCP services present, and with SEND Services sharing 

information, advice and support for children and young people with SEND and their families. It is planned 

to fully engage the Local Offer Champions in the planning and promotion of the event in 2023 and moving 

forwards. 
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